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TY is a peculiar year.


Students are asked to 'transition' into something, someone or somewhere unique and, 
according to the Department of Education's Guidelines for TY, "to prepare them[selves] 
for their role as autonomous, participative and responsible members of society" (so, no 
pressure then!).


How might we achieve these necessary aims? How can a fifteen or sixteen year old rise 
to the challenge of autonomy, participatory capacity and, not forgetting, to become a 
responsible member of society?


The thing is, the pupils that come into TY are already all of those things. What TY pupils 
'transition' to is not something, someone or somewhere 'out there' but rather, already 
here.


The rub is, as any grown up will tell you, that being yourself is hard work! Staying curious, 
working with others, discovering who you are and committing yourself to work without 
people watching over you dictating your next move requires maturity and grit. 


TY is an opportunity to be yourself, if you have the passion and confidence to commit to 
this.


The real benefit of TY is that it offers the freedom and flexibility to take on projects and 
learning opportunities outside the traditional school experience - something that a 
student narrowly focused on exams is just not at luxury to do. 


These new experiences in education may seem a little surreal to some of you but TY 
really is a good year to mature emotionally, socially and academically. 


The TY Programme in St Michael’s College is a result of years of consultation with 
students, parents and staff. This year is no exception. I’d encourage you to stay open to 
this ‘peculiar’ year as we attempt to achieve the overall objectives of the TY Programme:


1. Education for maturity with the emphasis on personal development including social 
awareness and increased social competence.


2. The promotion of general, technical and academic skills with an emphasis on 
interdisciplinary and self-directed learning.


3. Education through experience of adult and working life as a basis for personal 
development and maturity.


rationale



At the United Nations Sustainable Development Summit on 25 September 2015, world leaders 
adopted the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development which includes a set of 17 Sustainable 
Development Goals to end poverty, fight inequality and injustice and tackle climate change by 
2030. 

A key aspect of TY in St Michael’s College is our emphasis on Development Education. In short, 
development education aims to support young people to increase their awareness and 
understanding of the interdependent and unequal world in which we live, through a process of 
interactive learning, debate, action and reflection. It challenges perceptions of the world and 
encourages young people to act for a more just and equal society at a national and an international 
level. 

As a staff, we are developing a TY curriculum that 
concerns itself with issues of global justice. 

Ultimately, these aims are at the core of what it means 
to call ourselves Spiritan.

Inspired by the Spiritan Rule of Life (14) which asks of 
us to make ourselves “the advocates, the supporters 
and defenders of the weak and the little ones against 
all who oppress them”, we hope to explore a range of 
topics that help us act for a better today:

• The basic shape of our (unequal 80:20) world
• International development and underdevelopment
• Human rights (and human wrongs)
• Justice and equality issues

Development Education



• Race and interculturalism
• Views and perspectives on a variety of development issues including poverty, exclusion, 

women's rights, HIV and AIDS, discrimination, aid, etc.
• Development and human rights education

These topics will be core feature of class work, a focus of many extra curricular activities and our 
Brazil Immersion Trip.

The Common home of all men and women 
must continue to rise on the foundations of 
a right understanding of universal 
fraternity and respect for the sacredness of 
every human life, of every man and every 
woman, the poor, the elderly, children, the 
infirm, the unborn, the unemployed, the 
abandoned, those considered disposable 
because they are considered a statistic. 
This common home of all men and women 
must also be built on the understanding of 
a certain sacredness of created nature.

”

“

- Pope Francis speaking to the UN General Assembly,      
25 September 2015

Development Education



The Bronze Award is the first, and shortest, level of the Gaisce Award. Anyone can apply for the 
Bronze Award once they’re between the ages of 15-25.

Gaisce Bronze Award:  
Key Challenge Areas 

 

 

Community Involvement Personal Skill Physical Recreation Adventure Journey

Community Involvement 
is all about making a 
difference to other 
people’s lives. Everyone 
is unique and has 
something they can 
contribute to make their 
community a better 
place. It feels good to 
help, its fun, and you 
often make new friends 
too!

Personal Skill gives you 
the chance to develop a 
new skill or interests. 
Working on a particular 
skill helps to boost your 
self esteem, develop 
other practical and 
social skills, and learn 
how to set and rise to a 
challenge.

Physical Recreation is 
about becoming 
physically stronger and 
improving fitness. 
Getting moving is a sure 
way to make you feel 
healthier, think better, 
and live longer. You 
don’t need to be super 
fit or have participated in 
any physical activity 
before — just try it out!

Plan, prepare and 
undertake an Adventure 
Journey over a number 
of days and nights in a 
group as part of an 
expedition or exploration 
journey. Not only is the 
trip incredibly fun, it’s a 
great way of spending 
time with friends!

With exception to the Adventure Journey, each challenge area requires a minimum 
participation of 1 hour per week for 13 weeks. The Adventure Journey takes place over 
a minimum of 2 days and 1 night.An additional 13 weeks must be completed in one 
challenge area of choice; this could be the activity that is the most enjoyable for the 
student, or an activity in which there is still room for improvement. As a result, it will take 
at least 26 weeks to complete your Bronze Award, however everyone is free to complete 
the award at their own pace.

gaisce

- further information on requirements and excluded activities can be found at www.gaisce.ie

http://www.gaisce.ie
http://www.gaisce.ie


Core Subjects 
TYs will study the following subjects all year round in order to ensure that they stay in touch  with 
core curricular subjects in the Senior Cycle:


Gaeilge

English

Maths

Religious Education

Physical Education

Foreign Languages (Students who wish to do so will be able to study one or two foreign 
languages)


modular/taster Subjects 
TYs will also study the entire range of subjects as part of four rotating academic modules. Each 
module will run for approximately six weeks and every student will have an opportunity to 
experience a 'taster' of all subjects (and more) for the Leaving Certificate. The first module begins 
on the first day of term and rotates every six weeks after assessment (see dates below).


The subjects include:


History

Geography

Music

Art

Classical Studies

Biology

Chemistry & Physics

Agricultural Science

Applied Maths

Guidance

Business


 Accounting

 Economics

 Enterprise

 Construction Studies

 Computer Aided Design

 Film Analysis

 SPHE

 Philosophy

 Digital Literacy

 Driver Theory 

assessment 
Subject departments/teachers are responsible for the methods of assessment (e.g. internal 
module exam, external exam, individual or group project, presentation etc.) It is imperative that 
TYs are present for these as results can be used for streaming purposes. 


TY academic curriculum



During TY and over the next few years students will gain experiences that will shape their career 
direction. TYs will have to choose what to study for the Leaving Cert, and at what level. They will 
then have to choose how they will continue their education after school, and what to study. 
Everybody will make choices based on their circumstances, the opportunities that present 
themselves, their ambition and their goals. The assessments and activities below are compulsory.

careers portal 
All TYs will sign up to CareersPortal where they will be engaged in a wide range of career 
guidance material: careers research and subject choice options. This material is covered 
throughout the year in a timetabled Guidance class once a week. 

Dats 
Differential Aptitude Testing are a series of tests designed to measure one's abilities in different 
fields, such as verbal reasoning, numerical reasoning, mechanical reasoning, and space relations. 
These will be cross referenced with the Indigo Personal Assessment to assist students in 
considering subject choices based on their interests and abilities.


Morning Career talks 
Throughout the year, once a fortnight, past pupils and parents talk to the TYs about their college 
and career choices, the paths that they have taken and why…not to mention the secrets of their 
successes and the reasons for their set backs (and how to overcome these obstacles with the 
right frame of mind!).


PPU mock interview night 

St Michael’s College Past Pupils Union kindly offer this evening to the school once a year. Mock 
job interviews are conducted by established professionals from fields such as medicine, finance, 
media, architecture etc. and have proven to be enormously helpful to all the students who take 
part in this opportunity to discuss their TY experience in this context. Please note that a 
provisional date has been arranged with the PPU but this is subject to change.


college Course & 
Career guidance



Work placements 
Work Placements are often the highlight of TY for any student. These placements aim to prepare 
TYs for the role of the working adult, giving them job experience. 

All TYs are required to take two week-long Work Placements throughout the year. It is each TY’s 
responsibility to organise these for themselves.

Each Work Placement will take place from a Monday - Friday  - please see allocated dates 
below or on the TY Webpage. In order to avoid absences having a negative effect in the 
classroom we must insist that Work Placements take place in the weeks scheduled. 

Please note that each TY will be required to furnish me with the email address of their point of 
contact in each placement for two reasons: 1) Insurance liability information for the employer & 2) 
Employer assessment of the Work Placement Programme. 

It is highly advisable that Work Placements are organised early to avoid disappointment.

cookery 
This is an opportunity for TYs to be introduced to hands on cooking, basic knife skills and kitchen 
hygiene and safety. 


Instructor Avril Murphy of Fumbally Cafe, Blas Cafe, Industry Design and The Good Food Store to 
name just a few will teach a daily 5-hour class. Each day of the course culminates in a full sit-
down lunch, when students get a chance to appreciate their own cooking.


This activity takes place in the school Pavilion. TYs are not expected to wear their uniform. Please 
note that in the interests of health & safety, a student who is deemed by their instructor to be of 
any risk to themselves or to others will be asked to leave the class without question. They will not 
be guaranteed reentry. 


Law 
TYs will be introduced to the fascinating world of the Irish legal system. On  the first day of the 
course, students will be thought the basic criminal principles of Murder, Manslaughter, Rape, Drug 
offences, Assault, Property Offences and petty offences. For the remainder of the week the 
students will attend the Criminal Courts of Justice. 


The students will be finished in time to return to the school (or home) by 3:30pm. It is 
recommended students have a good breakfast, as there will be no ‘little  break’ prior to lunch 
(around 1 o’clock). Please dress as if attending for work experience i.e. Shoes, trousers & shirts/
jumper. ( No Runners or Hoodies.)


Boxing & Self defence 
The most active of the activities! This week will be facilitated by Irish Boxing Champions, Sean 
and Patrick Headon along with their brother, Jamie - ranked No 1 in Ireland and one of Europe’s 
top 50 CrossFit athletes and Gary Burns, strength and conditioning coach and physical therapist. 
Daily activities will be divided between boxing training, strength & conditioning, guest speakers 

Activity weeks



and Brazilian Jiu Jitsu/Judo. There will be plenty of time allocated each day to rest, recover and 
refuel. Classes will take place in Chapter 2 Fitness, Sandyford Industrial Estate, Dublin 18. 10am - 
3pm daily. Please dress in sports gear for the week. All instructors are first aid trained.


Activities Weeks will run for a total of 6 weeks throughout the year. TYs will be divided 
alphabetically across the year group (as opposed to class groups) into groups of 21 approx:


Scheduled Activities Weeks 2019/20 

Activity Week 1 
Oct 7th - 11th 

Group 1 Work Placement (WP) 

Group 2 Law 

Group 3 Cookery 

Group 4 WP 

Group 5 Boxing & Self Defence 


Activity Week 2 
Dec 16th - 20th 

Group 1 Law 
Group 2 Cookery 


Group 3 WP 
Group 4 Boxing & Self Defence 


Group 5 WP 


Activity Week 3 
Feb 10th - 14th 
Group 1 Cookery 


Group 2 WP 
Group 3 Boxing & Self Defence 


Group 4 WP 
Group 5 Law 


Whole Year Work Placement Fortnight  
Feb 24th - Mar 6th 

Activity Week 4 
Mar 30th - Apr 3rd 

Group 1 WP 
Group 2 Boxing & Self Defence 


Group 3 WP 
Group 4 Law 

Group 5 Cookery 


Activity Week 5  
May 18th - 22nd 

Group 1 Boxing & Self Defence 

Group 2 WP 
Group 3 Law 

Group 4 Cookery 

Group 5 WP  



Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5

Atkinson Stuart Cullen Conor Hurley Callum McLoughlin David Regan Mikhail

Babb Jonah Daly Ethan Hurley Tiernan McMahon Killian Reynolds Homer

Baird Zach Doherty William Kajani Salim McNulty Diarmuid Reynolds James

Barron Daniel Driver Sam Keane Alan McWilliams Teddy Rowan Rex

Barry Finn Duignan Ross Kennedy Ben Moore Jack Ryan Dominic

Bennett Manus Dunne James Keogh Garret Moran Karac Ryan Emmet

Berman Sam Egan Sean Kilmartin Hugh Moylan Barry Sadlier Michael

Blake Mark Escott Oliver King Andrew Mulderry Charlie Scolard Noah

Brady Jack Fegan David Kroon Luke Muldoon Luke Sherwin Matthew

Brown Josh Fitzgerald Oran Lane Emmett Murphy Abe Shirazi Kameran

Buckley John Flynn Robert Lawlor Daragh Murphy Alex 
(Delgany) Smyth Peter

Burke Andrew Frankling Daire Lombard Oisin Murphy Alex (STMC) Storan Lochlan

Burke William Furlong James Loughlin Shane Murphy Patrick Swan Charlie

Butler Oscar Gallagher Louis Lowe Jonathan Murray Alex Tanham Myles

Byrne Matthew Gilsenan John MacCarvill Neil Norris Hugo Tiernan JP

Byrne Ryan Gorman Daniel Maher James O'Connor George van den Akker Aaron

Cafferkey Darragh Grady Hugh Mangan Shane O'Mara Cian Victory Matthew

Carroll Dan Griffin Liam McCrory Conn O'Neill Hugh Wall Charlie

Carroll Michael Gunne Fintan McEniff Patrick O'Shea Mark Weng Jerry

Casey Dylan Hall Conor McErlean Henry O'Sullivan Daniel Whelehan Daniel

Clery Aidan Healy Darragh McGarry Alex Pender Stephen Widger Joe

Clifford Ryan Heffernan Andrew McGarry Josh Porter McEvoy 
Cormac Woods David

Collins Sam Hickey James McGilligan Jamie Quane James Xu Gavin

Comerford Conor Holmes Dean McKeever Alex Rafferty Daniel Zhang Boshi

Nicholson, James 



A SAMPLE OF 
THE 

alternative  
curriculum 
& activities 

Gaisce Adventure Activity 
The Gaisce Expedition involves an overnight camp 
at the Lough Dan Scout Centre and a 6 hour hike 
along the Wicklow Way. TYs will be expected to 
bring their own tent and food for the night. Make 
sure to have sturdy walking shoes and waterproof 
outdoor gear!


Hospice Coffee Morning  
STMC has hosted the Hospice Coffee Morning for 
close to two decades. Thanks to the Parents 
Association TYs get the opportunity to host this 
worthwhile morning in supporting their local 
hospice.


Touch Rugby Blitz 
An event with Mount Anville. This is a social and 
fun competition that is being organised with Rugby 
Touch Ireland and the IRFU. 


Dodge Ball Cup 
An afternoon of flinging things at each other! 
What’s not to like:)


Ekiden: Dublin Bay Relay 
Teams of 5 compete against each other in a 21km 
relay race snaking it’s way across Dublin Bay from 
Sutton to Sandymount. 


City Scavenger Hunt 
A week long after school activity where the team 
with initiative and planning succeed in winning. 
The game involves making your way across the 
city to find a range of well known (& not so well 
known) Dublin landmarks. The prize last year saw 
the winning team flying planes!


There is growing 
evidence that young 
people mature 
through the TY 
experience, that their 
confidence is boosted, 
that career and life 
aspirations are 
clarified, that voices 
are discovered, that 
personal identity is 
enriched, that 
engagement with the 
world beyond the 
school is increased, 
that personal agency 
and capacity for 
action as citizens 
increases. 

- Gerry Jeffers, educational 
researcher & lecturer, 
Maynooth University



Run in the Dark* 
Join thousands of runners in November and 
support ongoing research to find a cure for spinal 
cord injury. Run or walk the 5km or 10km route. 

Santa Dash* 
Run or walk 5km or 10km for Downs Syndrome 
Ireland on Dollymount Beach in December. All 
participants get a free Santa Claus outfit as part of 
their entry! 

  
Voluntary Work Week 
TYs choose three causes that they wish to raise 
awareness for and organise fundraising events for 
these community groups at Christmas. Prizes will 
be given for the most creative ideas.


Playstation FIFA Tournament 
A TY organised event with much cheering, jeering 
and pizza!


[BT] Young Scientists Exhibition 
Each year all TYs are brought to the Young 
Scientists Exhibition to witness the incredible work 
of their peers from across the country.


Positive Mental Health Week 
A week of comedy, music, guest speakers and fun 
activities that asks students to look at the bright 
side of mental health whilst staying mindful that it’s 
ok not to feel ok.


“English Channel” Relay Swim 
A seriously demanding challenge! Teams of 10 take 
on a (short!) 20km, as opposed to the actual 
20miles miles, swimming relay in the STMC pool…
we’ll map out the route for the day and follow the 
participants in “real time” on our high tech wall 
map!


UCD Astro 7 Aside Tournament 
Another simple event that is always a huge 
success. TYs organise themselves into teams and 
the games begin!


Green Schools Expo @ the RDS 
The first Green Schools Expo took place last year 
and STMC were 1 of 22 schools nationwide to be 
exhibited. All TYs will have an opportunity to see 
what’s happening in the best Green Schools 
around Ireland.


Run-a-Muck Challenge* 

This challenge is a cross country event over a wet 
and mucky course with many man made and 
natural obstacles like bale "jumps", net scrambles, 
slides, tarzan swings, ditchs, streams, tyres, 
tunnels and more


Seachtain na Gaelige Ceili 
We celebrate Seachtain na Gaelige with a dance. 
Last year we were very happy to host Alexandra 
Secondary School for a Ceili in STMC. A bit of 
craic!


Senior Drama Production 
An integral part of the senior school calendar, TYs 
5th and 6th Years take on a well known piece of 
theatre ranging from Shakespeare’s Hamlet to last 
year’s production of Reginald Rose’s 12 Angry 
Men. It is a great chance to step right out of your 
comfort zone and into character!  


TY Musical Production 
The Musical is one of the biggest extra curricular 
and social occasions for the TY. Previous shows 
have included Back to the 80s, Little Shop of 
Horrors and Grease…Great fun and hard work all 
round!




*PLEASE NOTE THAT THERE MAY BE A 
SUPPLEMENTARY FEE FOR THESE ACTIVITIES - 
DEPENDING ON NUMBERS SIGNING UP.  

”



alternative  
curriculum & activities 

WORKSHOPS & GUEST SPEAKERS 
Over the course of the year TYs will be visited by a number of speakers and have the opportunity 
to take part in specially designed workshops. Class reps will be asked to gather suggestions from 
their year as to what issues they would like to workshop and what topics they would like to 
discuss with guest speakers.


CODING  
App development and a range of computer languages are taught in the Computer Room after 
school all year long.


MORNING SWIMMING  
TYs can sign up to take part in long distance swimming lessons. Participants are taught the 
fundamentals of different strokes, hand and head positions and breathing techniques. 


LIFE SAVING SKILLS 
Life saving skills will be taught in the STMC Swimming Pool after school. The day is TBC 
depending on interest. A Life Saving Certificate can be achieved.


EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION 
This is a 13 week course that takes place on Wednesdays, 3pm and is limited to 12 students. The 
course covers presentation skills , public speaking, voice work, projection skills and creative 
drama. At the end of the course students will complete an effective communication exam with the 
Leinster School of Music and Drama. There is a fee for this course of €200


SENIOR DEBATING 
Senior debating is very strong in St Michael’s and it is never a coincidence that the students who 
are on the school debating teams in English, Irish, French and Spanish perform well academically 
in their respective subjects.


MENTORING 
Each year a small group of TYs work with 1st Years who require some extra help with a range of 
academic subjects. TY mentors’ work involves teaching for 1 hour a week for 13 weeks.


 


MORNING STAR HOSTEL WORK 
The Morning Star Hostel is the oldest homeless shelter in Dublin and was set up by the Legion of 
Mary. TYs and their parents are asked to sign up to take part in this very rewarding (& very 
challenging) weekly contact work with those sleeping rough in Dublin City Centre. Work includes 
preparing and distributing food and collecting clothes in particular; scarves, gloves and hats.




international trips 
Brazil Immersion Trip 

These trips are organised by the school's chaplaincy team. In the past these trips have taken 
students to Kenya and Ghana. More recently Brazil has been the latest location of the Immersion 
trip. The purpose of this trip is to ensure students immerse themselves culturally, socially and 
spiritually in the world associated with the Spiritan Missions. The Immersion Trip takes place during 
the Easter Break. More information will be provided by the Chaplaincy Department in due course.

Camino Pilgrimage 
This pilgrimage will take place during the February Mid Term Break. The pupils will take part in the 
last 120 km of the Camino Frances -  from Sarria to Santiago. This is a seven night itinerary ending 
in Santiago de Compostela. Applications for places will open in mid September.

Language Exchanges 
St Michael's College accommodates and integrates language exchanges into TY. Each language 
department will be happy to liaise with you from September in order to facilitate students in taking 
part in this very popular international exchange. Please note that places are limited on these 
exchanges (as places are at the discretion of our host school). Further information will follow in due 
course. There is no charge for the exchange itself however each student will be expected to cover 
the cost of their own air fare and the hosting of their exchange student.

Boston Exchange 
The exchange involves an opportunity to spend ten days in Boston (date for 2018/19 TBC), 
attending the prestigious St.Seb's School and being hosted by the families over there. In return 
The St.Seb's boys will spend ten days here attending St.Michael's with their host partner. There is 
no charge for the exchange itself however each student will be expected to cover the cost of their 
own air fare  and the hosting of their exchange student.

brussels Model UN  
The BRUMUN Conference has 185 student delegates from all over the EU and it marks a 
wonderful opportunity to be introduced to exceptional students who are passionate about the 
society they intend to build. Students participate in a Model United Nations Conference in The 
European School of Woluwe-Saint-Lambert (EEB2). We are delighted to represent not only St 
Michael's College but Ireland in Europe. Date TBC

Please note that places on all trips and exchanges are dependent on a good record of behaviour, 
attendance and project work.  I will try to accommodate students’ first preferences however in the 
event that a trip is over (or under) subscribed students may not get their first preference. 

http://www.eeb2.eu/site/
http://www.eeb2.eu/site/


Achill adventure week 
This end of year trip in May involves day long hikes and an adventure course in Coláiste Acla, 
Achill Islands. 

Coláiste Acla organise a full and varied programme of activities. All activities take place under the 
supervision of qualified instructors. Their activity crew are carefully selected and have relevant 
qualifications in their different disciplines. Safety is the number one priority!  Water based sports 
instruction takes place in small groups in sheltered water. Pupil Teacher Ratios are 20:1 in class 
and 8:1 on the water. 
Students will take part in water-sports like surfing, sea kayaking and coasteering. Land activities 
include abseiling, assault courses, cycling team challenges and more. 

Students are supervised at all times and are accommodated in homes around the island (all 
households have been Garda Vetted). Every effort is made to arrange for small groups of friends to 
share accommodation. Healthy and hearty meals are served daily by the Bean an Tí, whose 
priority and mission it is to ensure that every student is warm, comfortable, well fed and secure.

There is a nominal fee for this Trip (this goes to covering  guides, travel, accommodation, 
supervision and nearly all meals). Work Placements can be arranged as an alternative to this 
trip.



CALENDAR 

** For a larger copy of the calendar please go to the TY Web Page 


